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Abstract—This work focuses on design and development of a prototype App under Windows platform. The function of this App is that it dynamically consolidates News feeds for the intended users. The App can be configured to personalized mode as per users need. We have reviewed current research, and highlighted usage of available software packages and standards and their dependencies for app development process emphasizing both design and programming aspects. This paper also presents a holistic guideline on development of App type software which includes not only software flexibility, scalability, and configurability but also advanced design principles such as typography and aesthetics. The developed App is up and running under Windows 8 and is freely available to users.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Due to the proliferation of mobile devices and tremendous advances in their physical and logical capabilities, end-user applications, commonly known as Apps, are becoming significantly important for everyday users of those devices such as smart phones, iPads, tablets, and other portable devices [1]. Apps are the executable software packages uniquely designed for intended smaller applications for everyday users. There are various types of Apps available in the marketplace. The user can now monitor the current balance of his bank account figures at anytime and anywhere without opening the bank’s website. All these became possible with the advent of App marketplace middleware model. For example, the Apple App Store introduced App ecosystem that is capable of providing interfaces and functional entities for the development of end-user Apps for any purposes [2].

Microsoft’s Business and Marketing Strategy reported that there are now more than 70,000 Apps in the Windows Store and it is increasing steadily [3] (Fig.1). There are various categories of apps such as utility Apps, entertainment Apps, games Apps, travel App, social Apps, company Apps, and News Apps. Several other examples include Apps that facilitate record keeping, data logging, survey taking, and even time tracking. The Apps are being developed and becoming popular due to the reasons that (i) more and more people are converging their information retrieval strategies to contents-based setting so that on-the-spot and as-and-when access of information will be more feasible, and (ii) the Web-of-Things (WoT) [4] and Internet of Things (IoT) [5] have already drawn attention to an environment where the mobile and portable electronic devices, appliances and incredible numbers of Web and native Apps, commonly called Things, for optimum use by the everyday users. The embedded device need to be connected by fully integrating them to the World Wide Web (www). Thus, WoT and IoT envisioned that they would bring all physical and logical Things of the world into the network. The WoT and IoT are constantly evolving and have changed over to sprout new areas of growth [6].

Fig.1. Increase in Apps (Data from techrepublic.com [7])

There has been a noticeable shift in software engineering and application development in the past two decades from single-user offline applications for large-scale tasks to mobile multi-platform, cloud-based Web-Apps. As mentioned, usage of mobile hardware such as smartphones and tablets has increased dramatically in the personal, public, and industrial workspace, prompting development of personalized and dedicated Apps to maximize efficiency and productivity. As a result, recently the annual business growth of mobile App development studios and companies is more than 100%
compound and remains at a high rate, unlike other businesses. For several years people have already become used to Web Apps within a web browser with rich Graphical User Interface (GUI) [8].

II. REVIEW ON TECHNOLOGY PLATFORMS

Although the design and development of Apps inherit underlying similar methods and procedures as that of software development in a generalized sense, the version-based updating procedure is distinctly different [9]. This entails not only programmatic differences at the design level but also technical expertise on the interoperability and configurability while maintaining the Apps’ sustainability. At the same time, the entire development process demands sound knowledge on the required part of the operating system (OS) such as application program interface (API), interoperable and configurable executives that support hardware and logical interfacing, programming tool/integrated development environment (IDE), middleware connectives, and the hardware platform including standards (commonly referred to as mobile platforms).

Currently, mobile platform architectures are built as extensions of the parent OS user experience (UX). For example, the three major competitors of mobile operating systems – iOS (Apple Inc.), Android (Google Inc.), and Windows RT (Microsoft Corp.) – retain major features and characteristics of their parent OS: Mac OSX, Google Web Services, and Windows NT, respectively. Consequently, each mobile OS provides specialized features to the developers and consumer. iOS offers a higher volume (currently at 1 million apps) of Apps for more diverse characteristic scenarios (e.g. tables, charts, and so on); its primary usage is consumer-centric rather than business-centric. Consequently, there are fewer numbers of business-based Apps on the iOS platform compared to other categories, such as entertainment, games, and lifestyle [10]. The Android platform straddles the fence between consumer-centric and business-centric profiles with a wider product and consumer base. Due to the open-source nature of the platform, there is a higher propagation of Android conformant tablets and smartphones in the market. While it opens up a larger market for developers, the inconsistencies in device specifications and a variety of device resolutions makes it difficult to develop apps that are compatible platform-wide [11]. The Windows 8 RT and its related Pro platform were released in late 2012, is currently the fastest growing App marketplace of the three mentioned [12] because it is the next iteration in the Windows NT development milestone from Windows 7, which has captured approximately 50% of portable electronics [12] (Fig. 2). The unique nature of Windows 8 as a desktop hybrid OS gives it a significantly larger market than its competitors and allows it to be used ubiquitously [13].

The App development process requires in depth knowledge of not only the API and its associated commands and syntax, but also holistic knowledge on aesthetic design guidelines for providing a better user experience. Currently, there are multiple publications that cover various aspects of App design such as (i) aesthetics, (ii) usability, (iii) typography, (iv) interactivity, and (v) visual scheme. There are also multiple publications covering software standards in Windows 8 app development. These publications offer lessons in programming in the language of their choices. However, they do not focus on the software engineering aspect of the app development, i.e. such publications, rather than focusing on the evolution of an App from prototype design to implementation to testing, instead focus on the language primarily as an encyclopedic guide [14-16]. The existing approaches make such guidelines useful as references, rather than actual guidelines on software development principles.
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Fig.2. Market share of major OS

III. MOTIVATION, RESEARCH PROBLEM AND OBJECTIVE

The motivation comes from the literature review, as mentioned above that the future is bright in regard to usage of Apps by each person holding a mobile device. As a result number of new Apps has significantly rose to high and every week the number is increasing. This means that there are now more than ever the numbers of App developers available in the World and their number is also increasing. However, the publications in regard to design and development and the software development design principles on Apps are scarce. We were then motivated to pursue research such that literature review, methodology, design principles, available standards and interfaces can be updated, and eventually present our work through a design of simple but representative App.

This work focuses on design and development of a prototype App under Windows platform. The function of this App is that it dynamically consolidates News feeds for the intended users. News Apps are applications that deliver news. The App can be configured to personalized mode as per users need. The App is flexible, configurable, and user-friendly.

IV. METHODOLOGY

App design is relatively less complex development process. The reason is that choosing the right prototyping tools for its development can be time consuming and their selection eventually lend to trial and errors. In order to selecting the prototyping tools, a reasonable catalog of tools can be built at the first place and be available. In order to achieve this, the first thing to do is create a classification of those tools. Once the tools are acquired, the specification phase starts.

C++ is the primary language for application development in the Windows. The advantages of C++ are its Simula-style
programming, faster run-time execution, low overhead, support for multiple modeling and programming methods, such as procedural, object-oriented, and generic programming. C# is a C++ derivative that extensively utilizes the .NET framework, developed by Microsoft. It has various higher level language routines, as well as controlled access to hardware memory. The .NET framework is a software environment with various APIs and a large library of common tools and systems for developing applications in Windows OS. The C# language is closely tied to .NET libraries. XAML (Extensible Application Markup Language) is a close relative of .NET framework as it is a Windows OS-based markup language that maps to the .NET software environment (Common Language Runtime – CLR). While most XAML declarations can also be coded in C#, markup in XAML has less complexity and is easier to process.

Javascript is a high-level object oriented web-based scripting language used in conjunction with HTML (HyperText Markup Language). Due to Windows 8 support for Apps written in HTML/Javascript, Javascript, previously consigned to Web Apps, is now an important component of Windows OS programming.

The App was developed under the Windows 8 RT platform utilizing HTML5 and CSS3 (Cascading Style Sheets) standards, Windows Library for JavaScript, and in all the above mentioned tools and ingredients in the Visual Studio 2012 IDE. A laptop PC was used for the development of App.

V. DESIGN APPROACHES AND PRINCIPLES

Above all, the paper considers underlying knowledgebase required for the design of App. Bearing in mind that current publications regarding software engineering guidelines for App development on Windows 8 RT platform emphasize either the design or the programming aspect, this paper also presents holistic guidelines on development of App type packaged software. Thus, one of the objectives of this paper is to present the involved design process in App development. Although, there are documentations that cover rules on how to use C#, C++, .NET, XAML, and JavaScript APIs, there is a dearth of guidelines covering structural and developmental phases of App design taking into account of not only software flexibility, scalability, and configurability but also advanced design principles such as aesthetics and typography. Performance of the design processes can be improved by knowing such parameters as time of adoption, number of users, marketing, and development phase. The process also involves hardware and software types and compatibility, the nature of web browsing and available standards (whether proprietary or open system). Much concentration is given on the involved design process in App development. Although, there are documentations that cover rules on how to use C#, C++, .NET, XAML, and JavaScript APIs, there is a dearth of guidelines covering structural and developmental phases of App design taking into account of not only software flexibility, scalability, and configurability but also advanced design principles such as aesthetics and typography.

Performance of the design processes can be improved by knowing such parameters as time of adoption, number of users, marketing, and development phase. The process also involves hardware and software types and compatibility, the nature of web browsing and available standards (whether proprietary or open system). Much concentration is given on management layer and physical layer of the layered model as schematically shown in Fig.3.

The use of second software at the top of the conventional system level software play vital role in development process. This level of software sometimes referred as simulation tool, but in case of App design, it is simply a modeling environment. The applicability of modeling environment is considered as an additional requirement that can significantly improve the performance of the design processes. The modeling phase would not only reduce the design time compared to conventional method but also validate the entire design. There are several tools available to model the Apps: UML (Unified Modeling Language) works fine. While developing the models, the relationship (internal features of the software objects) between the model elements can be established and verified. The simulation tools facilitate management of App features and functionality [17]. The model accommodates the services for achieving internal communication between functional entities as well as management functions for the overall App for sustainability.

Overall, the development includes four stages: App specification, coding and integration, relationships specification, and testing and validation as illustrated in Fig.4. Prior to the development process, it is necessary to understand the user needs and, by extension, product requirements.

A. Specification

The specification stage involves building a conceptual framework of the App based on user needs.

1) Platform/tools selection

The proper OS platform and the programming tool/IDE must be chosen for the App development. Each of the platforms (iOS, Android, Windows RT) provides a specialized IDE for App creation within that platform.

2) Configuration of parameters

Parameters for the App are initially defined in this section for use as a reference during the coding and integration section.

3) Modeling
A basic, limited user interface (UI) is designed for the App. This forms the basis of the future design aspect as a guide towards the finalized design.

4) **Abstract evaluation**

Once the blue print form of the design is over, offline evaluation is needed beforehand. A spreadsheet may be needed to record for possible future addition or a link to another App.

**B. Coding and Integration**

This stage entails the construction and debug deployments of the App’s resources and binaries in an app package. Each of the sub-stages includes components such as integration, relationships, validation, and refinement integral to the entire App.

1) **Relationships specifications:**

The App requires various parameters, external sources of data, internal datasets, and event handlers to add runtime functionality. Each component contributes additional feature sets to the App.

   a) **Datasets definition:** External and internal data sources such as settings, user accounts, and user data (placeholders are included until the end users enter their data) are defined and connected to the App.

   b) **Parameters setting:** Parameters integral to the App’s functionality, e.g. number of elements in a Periodic Table App, or number of sources to retrieve in a content aggregation App, are included.

   c) **Object definitions:** Since all the major App development IDEs provide object oriented languages only, runtime objects are integral to the App. Objects must be predefined before they are called.

   d) **I/O interfacing:** Hardware interfacing, if necessary, is defined in this sub-stage. Necessary APIs (e.g. webcam API, microphone API, etc.) can also be linked.

   e) **Management layer description:** The management layer consists of higher level objects that control the App’s core functionality. These entities ensure the App’s scalability by accommodating larger datasets and event handlers.

   f) **Event handlers:** The response time to various events are collated and defined. Each event handler is executed asynchronously with the primary function.

2) **Integration, refinement, and validation**

Upon specifications of resources, the App’s coding and design are tested, refined, and validated with the following methods.

   a) **Export and bake datasets:** Datasets are exported from editable format and baked. The latter process formats the datasets in order to enable rapid access of data during runtime. This is especially important in larger databases.

   b) **Export network parameters:** The App’s network parameters such as online synchronization and external data source addresses are also exported and baked to facilitate faster data retrieval.

c) **Logic binding:** The App’s code component must perform flawlessly at runtime. Errors that occur should have handlers to prevent crashing or unwanted interrupts.

d) **Control features:** Several features that require user control are tested and the necessary protocols implemented to give the App a better UX in terms of user choice.

e) **Simulation:** During App simulation, scenarios are implemented to test the App’s flexibility, scalability, configurability, and interoperability in its executable state. The simulations can reveal sections that require refinement and aids in validation.

f) **Error and exception handlers:** Some errors and exceptions detected during simulation, such as failure to access network due to disabled Wi-Fi or absence of data due to missing components require handlers to prevent App crashes and to provide users information on solving these problems. In the case of the former, it is required to turn on Wi-Fi.

Further, the design should have certain characteristics in order to make it both user-friendly (navigable and interactive) and developer-friendly (flexibility, scalability, and configurability) – necessary components of app design [18]. We have adopted the design principles that are presented in [19-20].

**VI. DESIGN FEATURES AND ATTRIBUTES**

This research is unique because it approaches the research problem from a combined software engineering and design perspective, compared with existing design-only or language-only presentation and publications. A two-tier hierarchy is utilized to embed design requirements (Fig 5). Fig.6 shows the software components.

![Software and interfaces](Fig5.png)

In the developer tier, flexibility is essential in software engineering. The app used dynamic data storage over the cloud in order to preserve layout across multiple sessions. The app utilized the Windows JavaScript Library to implement cloud backup. Flexibility is best implemented in HTML5 using CSS3 templates imported into multiple pages.

Scalability involves an app retaining core user experience regardless of expansion. This involves another attribute – modularity, which can be implemented by storing non-core pages, such as posts for a social client, lessons for an
educational client, or levels for a game app, not as app data, but as an external dataset than can be read and implemented. While this approach is most widely used in social clients, other app types often directly include non-core content, making the app less scalable due to sluggishness from larger host system memory footprint. Configurability is implemented by utilizing JavaScript to modify static markup based on user input. Rather than using a single color schema, for example, configurability can be introduced to change the color schema with user choice. This change can be implemented by storing the setting in an external file or in the cloud. Each instance of the app can retrieve the stored data dynamically update the CSS3 style sheet with JavaScript. With regard to aesthetics, the Microsoft publications cover the various aspects of design. The research utilizes existing publications and incorporates the design principles into the software engineering principles developed in this guideline [21]. These three attributes in the developer tier are the core software engineering principles behind app development.

VII. RESULTS AND CONTRIBUTIONS

A guideline for the development of App was outlined based on the established software development principles. The availability of guideline is considered as a resource for design and development approaches. Utilizing the guidelines, a prototype App was designed for the Windows 8 RT platform. First, we prepared a table taking into account of standards, language, GUI, API, and connectivity. Within each domain technical questions are set and answered. The parameters cited under Specification and Coding and Integration presented in section V were considered in developing the proposed App. Further, aspects of software engineering such as operational flexibility, scalable design, and configurable front-end were addressed. The prototype App called “ReadXKCD”. The second representative App called “Reader by Zen” is currently in post-production stage. The snapshots of both the Apps are shown in Fig.7. The former one is an App that retrieves publications from web comic sites XKCD.com. If the user has multiple devices (WoT) and has signed-up, it syncs with all the devices and it also automatically maintain records of the readings already completed. The second one is an App that aggregates thematic news (economics, technology, politics, movie, etc.) from multiple sources on the same theme. That is the App is a dynamic news aggregator that retrieves relevant content from various websites. The data is organized categorically and displayed to the user. Each category is topical. In addition, there is a “Front Page” category, which is an amalgamation of topical content most accessed by the user. The “Front Page” is dynamic and reflects the user’s interest in the content. The user’s focus on one category of news is reflected in that same category’s increase visibility in the “Front Page.” In conjunction to the “Front Page”, the app continuously retrieves content from the websites and updates the display.
In both the cases, the Apps feed contents of the article based on the users’ choice, thus personalized. The retrieval and display processes are asynchronous, reducing network load and improving processor footprint. Due to its modular nature, each feature of the app is independent of other features. Further, modifications to a module do not require significant changes to peripheral modules, reducing size of updates and improving workflow. The app is also scalable. For example, the “Reader by Zen” can be used for small-scale aggregation of topical news, as well as large-scale aggregation of multiple sources and categories. Regardless of size of the input data, the App dynamically updates both the categorical content and the “Front Page.”

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we demonstrated design and development of a prototype App under Windows platform. The developed App dynamically consolidates News feeds for the users. The App is configurable as per users’ needs. Current guidelines for app development emphasize either the design or the programming aspect without much focus on the other. The integration of programming and designs lends itself when significant changes or updates are to be made. This paper also presents a guideline on development of App type software. An App that closely follows the guideline has a better workflow as all programmatic and design elements are inherently tied together. The guideline focuses not only on software flexibility, scalability, and configurability but also advanced design principles such as typography and aesthetics. Therefore, necessary changes to one aspect must also be replication on the other, preserving the cohesive characteristic of the App. The App uses tools and systems from Microsoft Corp. and follows the Web-of-Things concept in the design and development. Further, a guideline on multiplatform App design and development was created to address the twin issues of software engineering and visual design principles.
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